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Why choose 
AccuMax?
It’s simple,  we are committed to meeting and 
exceeding your needs when it comes to the comfort 
and quality of the air in your home or business.

You can trust our team of expert technicians to give 
you honest advice, provide accurate estimates for 
work, and get the job done right the first time.

Emergency services at night, on weekends and 
holidays are available.

Ac
cuMax

HEATING COOLINGHEATING COOLING

FAT H E R  &  S O N
S I N C E  1 9 9 0

Call (630) 800-1598 for 
your FREE estimate!

Visit www.accumaxinc.com for 
reviews, special offers and more!

Joseph and son Dan, early 1990’s Growing fleet of vehicles ready to serve you

AccuMax Inc. was founded in 
1990 by Joseph Baloun. In the 
beginning, the primary focus was on 
appliances including washers, dryers, 
dishwashers, 
refrigerators, hot 
water heaters, ice 
makers, disposals, 
and ovens. 
Throughout the 
years AccuMax 
Inc. also started servicing commercial 
properties and repairing coin 
operated laundry equipment.

In 1991, Joseph’s son Dan graduated 
with an associates degree in HVAC and 
AccuMax Inc. moved into the heating, 
ventilation and air-conditioning 

industry. This expanded 
the AccuMax services 
to installation and 
maintenance on all 
makes and models 
of furnaces and air-
conditioning equipment 

as well as duct cleaning services. 
Recently, Joseph has retired and we 
now focus only on HVAC.

We have become a one-stop repair 
shop offering great personalized service 
and pricing. We can handle any job 
from simple residential installs to new 
construction or commercial rooftop 
equipment. Feel free to call us at any 
time at (630) 800-1598, you will always 
speak to a live person and you can 
always reach Dan, the owner, directly.

Our philosophy is, treat the customer 
the way you’d like to be treated. This 
is something we have never forgotten 
and always strive to maintain.

A company proud of their history

“Our philosophy is, treat the 
customer the way you’d like to 

be treated. This is something we 
have never forgotten and always 

strive to maintain.”
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Reviews you 
can trust!
From The Owner…
We value each and every customer we have had over 
the last 30 years. We treat each customer as we would 
like to be treated.

We stand behind our products, our installations and 
repairs. We do not do much advertising as 96% of our 
new customers are recommendations from friends, 
neighbors , and family .

As the owner I try and visit each and every install to 
make sure my customers are 100% satisfied and my 
team goes above and beyond.

While our call-backs are minimal compared to our 
competitors, we are not perfect, if there is an issue or 
something we missed, we will do everything in our 
power to make things right as soon as possible.

This is my personal guarantee.

–Daniel Baloun, Owner

Our team is always trained and ready to go

Visit accumaxinc.com  
and read the reviews!

A+

A

RATING

RATING

5 STARS

Brittney always ready to help

Erica taking care of business
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80% AFUE   1-Stage, Constant Torque
A801E Gas Furnace
Reliable single-stage furnaces deliver year-after-year 
performance.

The constant-torque motor provides a steady flow of air, 
maintaining a more consistent airflow than a single-speed 
PSC motor and helping eliminate hot or cold spots for more 
even temperatures throughout your home. When you set 
your thermostat to “Fan On,” the furnace circulates air at low 
speed, which uses less energy and improves air filtration. The 
motor also operates with greater efficiency and less noise.

FEATURES:

80% AFUE

EHX Technology

Quiet Combustion Technology

One-Stage Gas Valve

Constant-Torque Blower Motor

Lifetime Warranty on Heat Exchanger*

$_________
BEST PRICE

80% AFUE    2-Stage, Variable Speed
A802V Gas Furnace
A variable-speed, two-stage gas furnace built to 
exacting standards.

Longer, gentler heat cycles run at low capacity during 
mild weather to save money and provide maximum 
control. It automatically switches to full capacity to 
keep you warm on colder days. A variable-speed 
blower modifies airspeed to create a more comfortable 
environment without hot or cold spots and automatically 
provides dehumidification to enhance comfort levels. 
Pair the A802V with a Pro Series™ outdoor unit and the 
Comfort Sync™ thermostat for maximum control.

FEATURES:

80% AFUE

EHX Technology

Quiet Combustion Technology

Two-Stage Gas Valve

Variable-Speed Blower Motor

Comfort Sync™ Enabled

Lifetime Warranty on Heat Exchanger*

Enhanced Humidity Control

$_________
BEST PRICE

COOLER AIR

WARMERAIR

1-Stage

2-Stage

Fully Modulating

Temperature 
Swing

COMFORT ZONECOMFORT ZONE

Annual operating cost of blower operation, Chicagoland area

Airflow
Standard Motor

5,560 Hours
High-Efficiency Variable-Speed Motor

5,560 Hours

3 tons $401/cost per year $32/cost per year

4 tons $533/cost per year $40/cost per year

5 tons $667/cost per year $56/cost per year

Gas Furnaces
Engineered to deliver maximum energy 
savings and exceptional comfort. 

Get in the COMFORT ZONE
Your current furnace more than likely allows a 
temperature swing of 3 to 5° F before turning on or off. 

1-Stage furnaces allow large temperature fluctuations, 
2-Stage is even better, but a Fully Modulating furnace 
truly puts you and your family in the real comfort zone.

Save hundreds per year
In this example, switching from a standard blower 
motor to a new Variable-Speed motor, the average 
household saves hundreds of dollars a year – and you 
enjoy the superior comfort at the same time. Win win!
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95% AFUE    1-Stage, Constant Torque

96% AFUE    2-Stage, Variable Speed

97% AFUE    Fully Modulating

A951E Gas Furnace
Stay comfortably warm all winter with these 
reliable single-stage furnaces.

The constant torque motor on the A951E provides 
an efficient, steady flow of air for more even 
temperatures. This ENERGY STAR®-certified furnace 
allows you to save on your utility bills all year long.

A962V Gas Furnace
Trusted by professionals in the HVAC business

The two stage heating of the A962V 96% efficient 
furnace can adjust its heat output based on conditions 
inside and outside your home. So you use less energy 
while maintaining comfort. The two stages of heat 
and variable speed blower motor provide ultra quiet 
performance and efficiency.

A97MV Gas Furnace
Professionals settle only for excellence

At 97% AFUE, the A97MV is the ideal choice for indoor 
comfort and money-saving efficiency. This
ENERGY STAR-certified furnace boasts a highly precise 
system combining a modulating gas valve
with variable-speed blower technology for consistent 
temperatures and overall energy savings.

FEATURES:

95% AFUE

EHX Technology

Quiet Combustion Technology

Self-Diagnosing Control Board

Single-Stage Gas Valve

Constant-Torque Blower Motor

Stainless Steel Heat Exchanger

Lifetime Warranty on Heat Exchanger*

FEATURES:

96% AFUE

EHX Technology

Quiet Combustion Technology

Self-Diagnosing Control Board

Two-Stage Gas Valve

Variable-Speed Blower Motor

Comfort Sync™ Enabled

Stainless Steel Heat Exchanger

Lifetime Warranty on Heat Exchanger*

FEATURES:

97% AFUE

EHX Technology

Quiet Combustion Technology

Self-Diagnosing Control Board

Modulating Gas Valve

Variable-Speed Blower Motor

Comfort Sync™ Enabled

Stainless Steel Heat Exchanger

Lifetime Warranty on Heat Exchanger*

$_________
BEST PRICE

$_________
BEST PRICE

$_________
BEST PRICE

Lifetime 
Limited

Heat Exchanger
Warranty

Stainless 
Steel

Heat Exchanger

Great 
Warranty

10-Year 
Limited

Parts
Warranty

NO LEMONS!  
Armstrong 'No lemon' factory warranty:  

If within the first 10 years of operation the compressor in AC, or Heat 
exchanger in furnace, need replacement, Armstrong/AccuMax Inc. will supply 

a new furnace or air conditioner instead of  replacing those components.

5Questions? Call us at  630-800-1598



AC Systems
When it’s warm, you’ll be perfectly comfortable 
with these reliable air conditioners.

Cased CoilUncased Coil
Model EAU1P Model EAC4X

$_________
BEST PRICE

$_________
BEST PRICE

18 
Seer

56%
50%

47%
43%

38%

20%

0%
16 

Seer
15 

Seer
14 

Seer
13 

Seer
10 

Seer
8 

Seer

Annual savings for cooling your home based on 
the efficiency of a matched system

A Matched System
There are many components in a modern AC 
system. To get the most efficiency possible, each 
part needs to be designed around the other. The 
condenser coil sitting outside your home is only 
one area that needs to be working correctly.

Omniguard® Coils

Save big with higher Seer AC units
The efficiency of a matched system increases the 
higher seer unit you have. The difference between a 
10 seer and higher seer unit can be drastic!

Omniguard® Total Corrosion Protection – Helps protect against 
leaks and corrosion for long- term performance. 

Anti-Microbial Protection – Drain pans are infused with an 
antibacterial agent that prevents reproduction of odor-causing 
mold and bacteria.

Matched System – Designed and sized to match Armstrong 
Air heating and cooling products for peak performance and 
efficiency. Removable cabinets and a single drain pan offer quick 
access and easy clean up.

MHT™ Technology – Armstrong Air’s 
proprietary heat transfer system 
features a specially designed fan 
shroud, rifled tubing and lanced 
coil fins combine for maximum heat 
transfer and efficiency.

Omniguard® Total Corrosion Protection – Helps protect against 
leaks and corrosion for long- term performance. 

Anti-Microbial Protection – Drain pans are infused with an 
antibacterial agent that prevents reproduction of odor-causing 
mold and bacteria.

Matched System – Designed and sized to match Armstrong 
Air heating and cooling products for peak performance and 
efficiency. Removable cabinets and a single drain pan offer quick 
access and easy clean up.

Fully Insulated Cabinet – Wall-to-
wall insulation ensures less than 2% 
air leakage increasing efficiency and 
energy savings.
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1-Stage, 16 Seer AC Unit
Model 4SCU16LE
A commitment to exceeding expectations – Delivering up to 16 SEER, the 
4SCU16LE is the perfect blend of higher efficiency, quality and quieter 
operation. These units may qualify for local utility rebates* and reduce 
energy bills. Omniguard Total Corrosion Protection Technology offers 
enhanced corrosion protection, lowering overall maintenance costs.

Quiet – Heavy-Duty Compressor Blanket greatly reduces operating 
sound so your outdoor entertaining is not interrupted.

Integrated Compressor Protection – The combination of both high and 
low pressure switches give additional reliability to each Armstrong Air 
cooling unit.

FEATURES:

Up to 16 SEER

MHT™ Technology

Omniguard Total Corrosion Protection 
Technology

Compressor Sound Blanket

Integrated Compressor Protection

Single-Stage Scroll Compressor

Sealed Contactor with Lugs

$_________
BEST PRICE

2-Stage, 16 Seer AC Unit
Model 4SCU16LS
A powerful combination of performance & efficiency – Offering 
16 SEER efficiency, the 4SCU16LS saves you money every month, 
and may qualify for local utility rebates.* Because it operates at two 
different speeds, it provides enhanced performance with improved 
control over temperature and humidity. It also constantly monitors 
itself for optimum performance and complete peace of mind.

Pro Series™ Systems  – Pair this model with a Pro Series™ variable 
speed furnace and a Comfort Sync thermostat, for optimum 
performance. With the Pro Series, you’re in control of every aspect 
of your home’s climate, as well as your energy costs. 

Two-Stage Scroll Compressor – The two-stage scroll compressor 
will run longer, gentler cooling cycles at low capacity during mild weather and switch to full capacity 
on hotter days, keeping you comfortable all season long.

Comfort Sync® A3 Thermostat – With the Comfort Sync® A3 Thermostat, the system will 
continuously monitor itself for optimum performance. Comfort Sync® puts you in total control of 
your home environment with remote temperature adjustment via smartphone app. When Comfort 
Sync detects that repairs and regular maintenance are needed, it alerts you or your dealer instantly.

FEATURES:

Up to 16 SEER

MHT™ Technology

Compressor Sound Blanket

Integrated Compressor Protection

Two-Stage Scroll Compressor

Sealed Contactor with Lugs

Self-Diagnosing Control Board

Comfort Sync Thermostat Enabled

Comfort Sync Zoning

$_________
BEST PRICE

1-Stage, 13-14 Seer AC Unit
Models 4SCU13LE & 4SCU13LB
Proven technology & exceptional value – With SEER ratings up to 14.00, 
these air conditioners deliver consistent efficiency and performance 
through the hottest of summers.

MHT™ Technology – Armstrong Air’s proprietary heat transfer system. 
A specially designed fan shroud pulls air evenly throughout the air 
conditioner’s coil surface. The coil features rifled tubing to enhance 
refrigerant flow, while lanced coil fins increase surface contact between 
metal and air. All combine for maximum heat transfer and efficiency.

FEATURES:

Up to 14 SEER

MHT™ Technology

Integrated Compressor Protection

Single-Stage Scroll Compressor

Sealed Contactor with Lugs (13LE only)

$_________
BEST PRICE

Lifetime 
Limited

Heat Exchanger
Warranty

Great 
Warranty

10-Year 
Limited

Parts
Warranty

NO LEMONS!  
Armstrong 'No lemon' factory warranty:  

If within the first 10 years of operation the compressor in AC, or Heat 
exchanger in furnace, need replacement, Armstrong/AccuMax Inc. will supply 

a new furnace or air conditioner instead of  replacing those components.
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Filter Assembly
GeneralAire 4540 
MAC-L Right Angle 
Air Cleaner

Typical 1” filters do not have enough filtering 
material to properly protect your HVAC equipment 
over time. A filter with more surface area can hold 
more particulate, while still providing proper air flow 
over a longer period, and not cause a restriction to 
airflow. 

Adding a Filter Assembly that is designed to utilize 
the larger filter media will have you changing 
filters less often, and gain the incredible increase in 
contaminate reduction that you need.

$_________
BEST PRICE

24
”

12
2”

Aprilaire Media
Lasts up to 12 months

Traditional 1” Filter
Lasts 1-3 months

1”
 W

id
e

4”
 W

id
e

3.4 sq. ft.

27 sq. ft.
MORE!

Choose media designed for HVAC performance

Actual Aprilaire media versus 
traditional 1” filter. More surface 
area equals more performance 
for your home.

Filter Media Most people don’t realize how 
important the type and size of filter 
used in their system really matters. 

This GeneralAir air cleaner with MERV 10 is the solution to 
significantly reduce harmful particulate contaminates so 
that the indoor air you breathe is much healthier. Opti-fiber 
Media effectively captures airborne particulates down to 
1.0 micron deep within the layers of media fibers and is 
hydrophobic, therefore does not absorb moisture.

10-Year 
Limited

Manufacturer’s
Warranty
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UP TO 4 tons of air flow

UP TO 6 tons of air flow

Greatly improve the indoor air quality with proven products installed by AccuMax. Whether for 
your home, or your business, we have the products and knowledge to get it done. 

AccuMax Clear Sky “Cold Plasma”

iWave Commercial Air Purifiers
Help protect the air quality in commercial spaces with the innovative 
and reliable iWave systems. Not only does the iWave kill mold, bacteria 
and viruses, but also reduces odors, allergens, smoke, dust and even 
static electricity. It does this with no maintenance requirements, and 
no harmful byproducts. 

• Proven in schools, universities, healthcare facilities of all types, 
offices, restaurants and virtually anywhere else air quality is a 
concern

• Integrates in any air conditioning or heating system 

• Ask for test results on Covid-19 and Coronavirus reductions. 
Proven effective!

$_________
INSTALLED

$_________
INSTALLED

And good air
comes out!

Bad air 
goes in...

Indoor Air Quality

Odor Control – The ions produced by the patented needlepoint ionization 
breaks down gases, into harmless compounds prevalent in the atmosphere 
such as oxygen, nitrogen, water vapor and carbon dioxide. One example 
would be formaldehyde, which is produced by building furnishings and 
thought to be carcinogenic. Formaldehyde breaks down to carbon dioxide 
and water vapor, thus eliminating the health hazard. Another example is 
ammonia, which is produced by occupants (typical body odor smell). It 
breaks down to oxygen, nitrogen and water vapor.

Reduction in Airborne Particles – The positive and negative ions are 
drawn to airborne particles by their electrical charge. Once the ions attach 
to the particle, the particle grows larger by attracting nearby particles of 
the opposite polarity, thereby increasing the filtration effectiveness.

Kills Viruses, Bacteria & Mold – Similar to how positive and negative 
ions surround particles, they are also attracted to pathogens. When the 
ions combine on the surface of a pathogen, they rob the pathogen of 
the hydrogen necessary for them to survive. During the final step of 
deactivation, the ions eliminate hydrogen from the pathogen and then the 
plasma cleansing process is complete, making the airborne virus, bacteria 
or mold spore inactive.  The inactive pathogens are removed from the air by 
the system’s regular filter. Self-cleaning with no maintenance!

4-Year 
Limited

Parts
Warranty
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Thermostats The convenience and reliability of modern 
Smart Thermostats will make you wonder 
how you lived without one!

Standard, Easy to use Thermostat

Comfort Sync A3 Smart Thermostat

FocusPRO 6000
Simplicity and comfort that’s easy to use.

• Easy programming takes only minutes

• Clear, large, easy to read backlit display with soft-touch 
button interface

• Precise temperature control (+/- 1 degree f ) with auto 
change from heat to cool

• Allows separate weekday/weekend programming with 4 
different programs per day

• One-touch temperature control overrides program schedule 
at any time

Also available in standard screen -  

FocusPRO 5000

The best way to get the most out of your Armstrong Air system.

When you add zoning to a Pro Series system, you gain the ability to 
customize temperatures in up to four zones, each with its own temperature 
control. The A3 acts as the master control for the small in-zone sensors.

Away Sync™ – Uses your smartphone to detect when you’re leaving and returning.

Schedule Sync™ – Means you only need to program your thermostat once. When 
there’s a change in your routine, it adapts heating and cooling to match.

App Controlled – Enables you to monitor and control temperatures and settings 
from anywhere in the world using a free app.

Allergy Sync™ – Monitors the air quality and pollen levels in your local ZIP/postal 
code and automatically turns the fan on to help clean your home’s air.

Climate Sync™ – Monitors humidity levels, and removes excess moisture for cleaner, 
more comfortable air.

Weather Data – Using its connection to your wireless network, Comfort Sync® A3 
can display a five-day forecast and live weather alerts.

Alerts and Reminders – When the Comfort Sync® A3 detects that repairs and regular 
maintenance are needed, it alerts you or your dealer instantly via email.

$_________
BEST PRICE

$_________
BEST PRICE

Smart thermostats do more than manage your home’s heating and air conditioning. These app-enabled smart home 
devices make it possible to adjust your thermostat from your phone whether you’re on the couch, at the grocery store or 
on vacation -- anywhere your phone or mobile device is connected to a Wi-Fi or cellular network. 
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ecobee Smart Thermostats

Sensi Touch Smart Thermostats

Live comfortably, save automatically.

Experience enhanced comfort, increased 
savings, and advanced control with 
SmartThermostat with voice control and 
included SmartSensor ($40 value).

• Save 23%* on annual energy costs

• Includes one SmartSensor that extends 
comfort to your most important rooms, 
and more can be added.

• Comes with Alexa Built-in for calls, 
music, and added control

• ENERGY STAR® certified

• Monitor and control temperature 
anywhere from your iOS or Android 
device

$_________
BEST PRICE

$_________
BEST PRICE

Many smart thermostats also work with Alexa, Google Assistant and Siri now too, giving you yet 
another way to adjust your settings with remote access to your smart home systems. 

Stay in control of home comfort with the SensiTM Touch Smart 
Thermostat. The easy-to-use interface provides complete 
control of home comfort with just a tap, from across the 
room or across the country.

• Smart alerts – Get HVAC monitoring smart alerts to help 
detect extreme temperatures & humidity levels or loss of 
heating/cooling.

• Automatic upgrades – As existing features are enhanced and 
new features are released, your thermostat software is kept 
up-to-date automatically.

• Color shift - App and thermostat change color to let you 
know at a glance whether your system is heating or cooling.

Sensor Add-On 2 Pack

The remote thermostat sensor 
with a sixth sense for comfort 
and peace of mind.

• Temperature and occupancy 
detection

• Follow Me mode for comfort 
that stays with you

• Saves energy when you’re away

• Wirelessly connects to all 
ecobee devices

• No wires. Installs in seconds

• Freeze Detection
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Humidifiers Aprilaire and AccuMax have you covered! 
Let a whole-home humidification system 
improve your home and life.

If the humidity level is low in the winter, 
you will not feel warm when the thermostat 
is set at an average temperature. That will 
result in turning the thermostat up to 
compensate, and you will use more energy 
to stay warm. A properly designed and 
installed system will keep the proper levels 
of humidity in your home.

Humidity for Health
Reduce the incidence of respiratory infections and symptoms 
related to allergies and asthma by minimizing the formation of 
bacteria and viruses, fungi, and dust mites.

Humidity for Comfort
Whether your home is in a dry region of the country, or in an area 
with seasonal dryness, maintaining the right level of humidity can 
make all the difference in how comfortable you feel in your home.

Humidity for Preservation
Help preserve the natural beauty of wood floors, cabinetry, 
furnishings and anything else in your home susceptible to 
warping, cracking, or other permanent damage due to dry air.

Optimum Indoor Relative Humidity  
& Air Quality Guide

5-Year 
Limited

Parts
Warranty

Why Choose Aprilaire?
Aprilaire has been there since the beginning by introducing the first 
whole-home humidifier in 1954. In the nearly six decades since, we 
have continued to focus on creating whole-home humidification 
solutions focused on improving the health of your home’s air. Your 
humidifier will also help preserve belongings, achieve total comfort, 
and lower energy costs.

Designed and manufactured in the United States, each humidifier is 
built to last and comes equipped with a 5-year warranty.

Each whole-home humidifier also comes outfitted with humidity 
controls to let you easily remedy your dry indoor air.
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Model 700/700M

Model 600/600M

Model 500/500M

Fan Powered
Powered Unit, built-in fan that pulls heated air 
directly from the furnace

• Capacity: 18 gallons per day

• Sq. ft. Capacity: Up to 4,200

• Unit Type: Power humidifier/automatic control

• 120V-60Hz, 0.8 AMP

Large Bypass
Bypass Unit - Uses the furnace blower to move 
air through a Water Panel.

• Capacity: 16.8 gallons per day

• Sq. ft. Capacity: Up to 4,000

• Unit Type: Large bypass humidifier/automatic 
control

• 24V-60Hz, 0.5 AMP

Small Bypass
Bypass Unit - Designed for smaller homes.

• Capacity: 12 gallons per day

• Sq. ft. Capacity: Up to 3,000

• Unit Type: Small bypass humidifier/manual 
control

• 24V-60Hz, 0.5 AMP

$_________
BEST PRICE

$_________
BEST PRICE

$_________
BEST PRICE

12 Gallons 
Per Day

16.8 Gallons 
Per Day

18 Gallons 
Per Day

Humidifiers are discounted $300 from regular pricing 
when when installed with furnace or AC on same daySAVE $
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Maintenance & Warranty

New Equipment 
Maintenance Plans
Gold Plan is an annual plan for new equipment 
installed by AccuMax Inc. 
Extend the standard 5 year Labor Warranty to 10 years as 
long as the plan is renewed annually (filters, humidifiers and 
other accessories extra).

• Extends standard 5 year labor warranty to 10 years
• One visit in the spring to service both AC and furnace
• We can call or email you to schedule maintenance service
• We carry filters and humidifier pads to service and replace
• No long term contracts or prepayment, pay as you go
• Fewer repair breakdowns and improved reliability with regular 

maintenance, and enjoy lower utility bills
• Discounted parts and services – humidifier service and 

replacement of water panel $27, 5” filter replacement $39

Gold Plan

Covers both  
Furnace and AC

Gold Lite Plan

Furnace Only

AC Only

$_________
PER YEAR

$_________
ONLY

$_________
PER YEAR

$_________
PER YEAR

Regular HVAC maintenance is said to reduce the 
risk of costly breakdowns by as much as 95%. 
Chances are you wouldn’t drive your car for 30,000 
miles without getting an oil change; you’d be 
asking for trouble. This analogy holds true for your 
heating and cooling system.

Here are ways preventive maintenance benefits 
your bottom line:

• Prevent costly breakdowns
• Reduce energy bills
• Extend the life of your system
• Stay protected under warranty

Armstrong Factory Warranty includes:
• 10 years all parts warranty
• 10 years on condenser and evaporator coils
• Limited Lifetime on heat exchanger
• 10 years on compressor
• Armstrong “No Lemon” Guarantee*

Labor Warranty includes:
• 5 year AccuMax labor warranty without maintenance
• 10 year labor warranty with an annual Gold Plan
• All other materials –  manufacturers warranties apply
• Service calls not included. After hours incur an additional 

$100 flat fee

• Extends 10 year parts warranty to 12 years
• 10 year FACTORY labor warranty
• No service call charge
• Requires GOLD plan, can be semi-annual
• Factory increased payouts to AccuMax Inc.

Extended Warranty ProgramWarranty Information

*This 10-year limited warranty provides a unit replacement 
in the event that a major component (the compressor or 
heat exchanger) should fail during the warranty period. This 
also includes a 2-Year labor concession.
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Financing

Finance a new Armstrong HVAC system for years of performance.

No Pre-payment Penalty

OPTION 1
180 DAYS   |   NO PAYMENTS   |   NO INTEREST

then 120 Months at 9.99%

OPTION 2
90 DAYS   |   NO PAYMENTS   |   NO INTEREST

then 60 Months at 6.99%

OPTION 3
18 MONTHS NO INTEREST

small minimum monthly payment

Comfort Now. Pay Later.

15Questions? Call us at  630-800-1598



About Your
Installation Ac

cuMax
HEATING COOLINGHEATING COOLING

FAT H E R  &  S O N
S I N C E  1 9 9 0

We don’t like surprises any more than you! While you are waiting 
on a final proposal/contract, here is some final information 
before we get started…

$____________
Total Investment:

Your specific warranties

Manufacturer Warranties
(Warranties below are provided if checked)

o Warranty on Air Conditioner Compressor _______years

o Warranty on Furnace Heat Exchanger _______years

o Warranty on Furnace Parts _______years

o Warranty on Air Conditioner Parts _______years

o Warranty on Labor with Gold Plan _______years
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